In recent years, the amount of mocap has accumulated due to its popularity in creating realistic human motions. However, such accumulation is yet to be accompanied by the development of a mocap search engine. In addition to the difficulty in processing mocap search, this phenomenon is also due to the problems in displaying mocap as search results, one of which is determining the camera position, orientation, and distance in displaying mocap. In this paper, we specify camera orientation and distance as constraints to determine camera positions by using available training data which are given as inputs into data mining techniques. In addition, we also discuss a method to select representative frames of mocap, thus allowing for the display of mocap search results as a list of sets of selected mocap frames. Finally, we employ a number of data mining techniques along with a simple method to determine the camera position which yields the widest projection area of a virtual face consisting hands and feet joints into the camera plane, and compare the results to each other.
INTRODUCTION
The capability to search motion capture data, commonly abbreviated as mocap, has become more important as the amount of mocap has accumulated due to its popularity in creating realistic human motion since around two decades ago. But although several methods to search mocap have been proposed (Forbes and Fiume, 2005) , (Liu et al., 2005) , (Chiu et al., 2004) , (Cardle et al., 2003) , a search engine to search mocap, which must also consider how to best display the search results, is still yet to be established.
One of the reasons of this phenomenon is the difficulty in displaying the mocap frames, which describes a number of joints moving in spacetime, in a format that allows multiple mocap to be viewed simultaneously as search results, such as a list in case of text documents (Google, 2008) , (Yahoo, 2008) . Displaying all frames of mocap search results or playing them as videos simultaneously is much likely to cause data overload and confuse users, even if they are short. Playing a short animation if necessary, for example if the mouse cursor is over an image of one search result, is an appealing idea, but users can not see the motion at first glance and have to move the mouse cursor over each mocap search result, which will become tedious in a short time. In addition, it is not a trivial problem to determine from which angle the motions have to be rendered, or in other words, there is another problem of determining the camera position, orientation, and distance from the subject.
In this paper, we propose a data mining approach to determine camera positions relative to the subject in displaying mocap frames. To display the selected frames of one mocap, we opt for side by side view as shown in Figure 1 , in which there are several images depicting different frames of one mocap, and the images are arranged in a row. In addition to the inexpensive computation, we believe that it shows the relationship of one frame to the other frames well enough, and it does not take too much space on a user's display monitor. Conforming to the usual practice in displaying text documents, we can then display multiple mocap search results as a list of sets of selected mocap frames.
RELATED WORK
The problem to illustrate motion in still imagery was first stated by (Assa et al., 2005) , in which the author proposed a method to automatically select key poses from motion capture. Additionally, the paper also described the problem of illustrating the motion. Usu-ally, key poses are displayed as a set of images positioned side by side, while another approach called digital strobing combines all the key poses into a single image by sharing a common background. A novel method called spatially extended layout was introduced in the paper to address the drawbacks of digital strobing. However, in the paper, the author didn't mention the problem of determining camera positions and orientations in displaying mocap frames.
It seems natural that the best viewpoint is the one that obtains the maximum information of a scene. (Roberts and Marshall, 1998) defined the best view as the view which direction has the smallest angular offset from the inverse surface normals of the faces in the scene. (Vázquez et al., 2001) proposed another approach by using the probability distribution of the projected area over the sphere of directions centered in the viewpoint, called viewpoint entropy, to measure the maximum information of a scene, while (Stoev and Strasser, 2002) argued that the above methods fail to give a good overview of the scene's depth such as the scene of a landscape and extended the approach by maximizing not only the projected area of the scene, but also the depth of the scene. (Bares and Lester, 1999 ) introduced partial contraints which are defined by system users through an interface to determine the best camera position automatically, while (Arbel and Ferrie, 1999) and (Marchand and Courty, 2000) addressed the problem of generating camera trajectories automatically based on the current view.
Some of the rules applied in the film domain have also been surveyed. (Drucker and Zeltzer, 1995) encapsulated several constraints based on the rules into a camera module, which can be connected to another camera module for transition. Using a similar concept, (He et al., 1996) introduced film idioms, a hierarchical finite state machine to determine transitions, while the idioms determine which camera modules should be used in a particular state. Another approach (David B. Christianson, 1996) described Declarative Camera Control Language (DCCL) to encode the rules found in the film domain.
While we generally agree that the best view should have the maximum information of the corresponding scene, in displaying mocap, it is usually not the projected area of the joints or bones that have to be considered, but rather the motion itself which involves multiple joints moving in spacetime. Further, mocap itself naturally has no faces since it contains only the coordinates of the joints. One may be tempted to create a virtual face by connecting both hand joints and feet joints, and then determine the view which will produce the widest projection area of the virtual face into the camera plane, but such an approach fails to address the fundamental issue of looking for the view that best conveys the motion itself. For example rather than the general view which is able to display all the joints clearly, we are naturally more interested in the movement of the leg joints in more detail when looking at a kicking motion.
The rules from the film domain cannot also be straightforwardly applied to the problem since instead of looking for ways to move the camera, our goal is to determine camera positions in displaying mocap frames. There are however several basic rules that can be applied, such as the possible locations of the camera (internal, parallel, external), and the distance of the camera with respect to the subject (extreme, closeup, medium, full, long). In fact, almost all the previous approaches described above refer to the use of positions located on the surface of a virtual sphere surrounding the subject as candidates for the best camera position, which are usually represented as spherical coordinates.
As also pointed out by (Stoev and Strasser, 2002) , we believe that until now, there are no objective measurements and criteria for evaluating the goodness of camera positions, especially in the case of displaying mocap. Therefore, we propose a novel approach to determine the best camera position relative to the subject by using a data mining approach. The use of data mining for camera transition in computer graphics community was first explored by (Singh and Balakrishnan, 2004 ) to generate non-linear projection of a 3d scene. 
Selecting Frames
We regard k as the number of frames for one mocap that are going to be displayed. Initially, the mean of the joint positions of all frames in the mocap is calculated to be used as the center point. Then, we determine the first selected frame as the frame which has the longest distance to the center point. At the next iteration, the second selected frame is defined to be the frame which has the longest distance to the center point and to the the nearest previously selected frames. These steps are repeated until the number of selected frames reaches k. The value of k itself can be defined as the number of frames required to represent one mocap, or in other words a constant. Another option is to set k based on the length or other statistical values of the mocap.
Since these selected frames basically represent extreme body poses which have the longest distances from other body poses in the motion, we are convinced that they will represent the motion better than taking uniformly spaced k frames from the motion as can be seen in Figure 1 . When users look at such multiple extreme poses at the same time, it is relatively easy to visualize inbetween poses among them although these inbetween poses are actually not displayed. Similarly, it is difficult, if not impossible, to visualize the extreme body poses when only the inbetween poses are shown to users.
Joint Attributes
For displaying a selected frame, we believe that the best camera position depends on the body pose in that frame, which can be roughly estimated by the direction of the joints of the body. The concept of representing body poses using the direction of joints is very similar to Labanotation score (Hutchinson, 1977) , a dance notation which uses symbols to define the direction of movement among other things. Undoubtedly, the use of Labanotation in computer graphics community is not new (Hachimura and Nakamura, 2001) , , .
In a simple Labanotation score, there can be 27 possible directions for each joint, which are represented by nine horizontal direction symbols and three vertical direction symbols. In order to address the need in data mining that similar directions should have small distances, we utilize three attributes: Xaxis, Y-axis, and Z-axis to represent the direction of each joint, which are specified relative to the position and orientation of the center of the subject, usually called the root joint.
Camera Attributes
In determining the properties of the camera using spherical coordinates, there are actually five variables that have to be specified: the angle from the positive y-axis centered on the subject to the camera position (θ), the angle from the positive x-axis centered on the subject to the orthogonal projection of the camera position on the X-Z plane (φ), the distance of the camera from the subject, and two additional similar angles to determine the orientation of the camera.
In this paper, we constrain the camera so that it always faces the root joint, and we also define a fixed value to be the distance. This leaves only two variables: θ and φ to be determined. Unlike the joint attributes, the values of these camera attributes cannot be calculated directly based on the poses in the mocap, and will be determined using data mining classifiers. That is, by building classifiers based on the available training data, then, given the joint attributes of new data, we can estimate their camera attributes.
Line of Interest
There is one established rule in cinematography, called "don't cross the line", which is also referred to by (He et al., 1996) . This rule implies that once a shot is taken from the left side of the line of interest as can be seen in Figure 2 , subsequent shots should also be taken from the same side, and similarly if the first shot is taken from the right side of the line of interest. This rule leads us to reason that the same behavior should also apply when displaying a list of multiple mocap represented by several frames. In other words, if one set of frames of mocap uses a camera positioned at its left side, then the other sets of frames of other mocap must also use cameras positioned at their left sides.
Putting It All Together
To ensure consistencies among data, one of the two camera angles: φ is specified relative to the orientation of the root joint, which means a value of zero always indicates the front of the body pose. If φ is not specified relative to the root orientation, two exact motions with different root directions may have very different φ values, causing inconsistencies in the data.
Then, the inputs to build the data mining classifiers will form a matrix:
where ja i j indicated the j-th joint attribute of the i-th data, n indicates three (X, Y, Z axis) times the number of selected joints as described in the previous subsection, and phi i , theta i indicates the corresponding camera angles for the i-th data.
IMPLEMENTATION
Most of our data come in the form of a skeletal hierarchy of Euler joint angles (CMU, 2007) . In selecting frames, we convert this representation into three dimensional joint positions by ignoring the global X and Z translation of the root joint because we choose to regard XZ planar transformations of the root joint as irrelevant in selecting the frames. Then, in determining joint attributes, we further calculate the directions of the eight selected joints as shown in Figure 3 . In total there will be 24 joint attributes.
Classifiers
To collect training data, we provide a set of images to display a selected mocap frame using uniformly divided θ and φ values and ask users to choose which image that he or she thinks is the best in displaying that particular frame or pose as can be seen in Figure 4 . There are only a couple of users participating in this training data collection at the moment, including the authors, but we have put the program to do this process on the Internet 1 , allowing anyone around the world to participate. For the results written in this paper, we have managed to accumulate around two hundred training data, and we build our data mining classifiers based on this data. Initially, we need two data mining classifiers. One is used to determine θ, and one is used to determine φ. Further, given the "line of interest" constraint described in the previous section, we have a group of four data mining classifiers, in which two of them are used to determine θ and φ of the camera positioned at the left side of the line of interest, and the other two are used to determine the same angles of the camera positioned at right side.
In our experiment however, from many available data mining techniques, we also try to compare which techniques are suitable for determining camera angles. This leads to the creation of several groups, each having four data mining classifiers as explained above. An example of the images of a running motion produced by using the camera angles obtained from a radial basis function network can be seen in Figure 5 Figure 5: Images of a running motion produced by a radial basis function network classifier.
Weighting
Using the above approach, although the selected frames of a single mocap are displayed using camera positions at the same side of the line of interest, it sometimes occurs that the camera angles (θ,φ) are substantially different for the selected frames. This phenomenon can be confusing for users if they are not used to looking at subsequent images of the same motion which are taken from different camera angles. One simple approach to alleviate this problem is to take the average of all the camera angles of the selected frames, and use the average value to display all the frames.
A better approach that we have implemented, is by giving different weights to the camera angles of each selected frames. As described in the previous section, the first selected frame is the frame which has the longest distance to the center point or to the previously selected frames, which is none in this case. The second selected frame is then the frame which has the second longest distance and so on. Thus, giving higher weight to earlier selected frames is appropriate in the sense that the earliest selected frame is the frame that can most distinguish the motion from other motions.
Also, while using the orientation of root as the base to calculate φ may cause a rotating motion represented by several frames to be indiscernible since they may have the same local phi values relative to the root, the practices of averaging or weighting will cause the selected frames of a motion to be displayed with the same global camera angles, and thus able to solve such problems. The result of weighting the camera angles can be seen in Figure 6 . 
DATA MINING TECHNIQUES COMPARISON
We choose several data mining techniques from (Witten and Frank, 2005) which can estimate numeric data as the value of camera angles are numeric. The data mining techniques used in this paper are as follows: widest projection, M5P model tree, backpropagation neural network, reduced-error pruning tree, radial basis function network, and SMO for support vector regression. Additionally, we have also implemented a simple method, which we call widest projection method, to discover the camera angles which yield the widest projection area of a virtual face consisting both two hand points and two feet points into the camera plane. The results of the widest projection method, along with the results of the chosen data mining techniques, are then evaluated by asking users from various backgrounds to give scores ranging from 1 to 10 .
Specifically, we prepare a set of selected frames from running, punching, soccer, basketball, and baseball mocap. A user gives his or her score for the same number of images, in which each method is applied equally and we have accumulated more than two thousand images evaluated by users for the purpose of comparison. The evaluation of each technique and each mocap group can be seen in Figure 7 , in which the vertical axis represents the average score given by users for that particular technique and mocap group. The figure shows that two of of the data mining approaches, in particular pruning tree and radial basis function, generally yield better results than the other methods.
DISCUSSION
We have introduced a simple method to select mocap frames and have proposed the use established data mining techniques in a new problem domain of determining camera angles in order to display mocap search results in a format such as a list. Other results can be seen in Figure 8 , which also demonstrates that our simple frame selection method works quite well for motions including rolling motions. We inten- tionally provide non-weighted results in this figure to show the chosen camera angles based on each frame, which are not affected by other frames in the same mocap. We believe that this will allow better understanding of the results of the method described in this paper.
Although we admit that our approach largely depends on the training data, or input from users, we have shown that two of the classifiers built by our current limited training data are able to determine satisfactory camera angles, indicated by the relatively high scores given by users. Thus, we conclude that in general, data mining techniques have the potential to estimate camera angles better than fixing the camera to be positioned at a certain distance from the object, and better than the widest projection method described in the previous subsection. However, further research would be required to determine whether the same situation applies for other types of motion which are not included in this work.
It has to be noted that other than the chosen joint attributes, our current approach does not take the category or the type of the motion into consideration. We believe that increasing the number of input attributes other than joint attributes, and adding more training data will allow for even better determination of camera angles.
In the future, we are planning to give motion cues to the selected frames to better illustrate the motion such as the approach described in (Bouvier-Zappa et al., 2007) . Such an approach will further allow the users to understand the performed motion by just looking at several selected frames without looking at the whole motion. For displaying exaggerated motions, it may also be interesting to emphasize viewable parts of the body from the determined camera positions as described in (Singh and Balakrishnan, 2004) 
